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402/10 Queens Parade, Wollongong, NSW 2500

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 169 m2 Type: Unit
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PRESENTING INFINITY | Discover the epitome of luxury living in the heart of Wollongong's 'Lower Crown Street

Precinct.' Explore the exceptional advantages offered by this prime location, where pristine beaches, Market Square, WIN

Entertainment Centre, Wollongong Golf Club, and thriving cafes, restaurants, and bars await.Step into the future as you

witness the ongoing construction of the highly anticipated INFINITY development. With consideration of people's needs

and aspirations, this visionary project sets a new benchmark for upscale living, offering an unparalleled experience that

encapsulates the very essence of Wollongong's charm. Elevated on level 4, this stunning luxury apartment with an

East-facing aspect has been meticulously designed to provide a timeless, open-plan living space that caters to your every

need. With the option to choose between a light coastal or dark contemporary scheme, you can add your personal touch

to create a space that reflects your unique style.The simple intention is to make INFINITY the best residential building in

the city. The meticulous architectural design pays homage to classic architectural principles, using a dynamic and

contemporary approach.Unique features:• A dedicated concierge service, catering to your every need• The kitchen

boasts an engineered stone benchtop and splashback, exuding elegance• Miele cooking appliances, along with an

integrated fridge and dishwasher, ensure top-tier functionality• Indulge in the convenience of a wine fridge and the

luxury of a Billi Tap, delivering filtered water and boiling water instantly• Effortlessly control the blinds with the touch of

a button, thanks to the remote-control functionality• Enjoy the convenience of two lock-up garages, accessible with

remote control technologyINFINITY is not just a development; it's a promise of unrivalled luxury living in Wollongong.

Join us on this remarkable journey as we present the future of residential excellence.*Currently undergoing

construction*Images displayed are for illustrative purposes only*Expected completion in Q4 2024


